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 That's it for the pc version of the very latest DVD format player and video format player. DVD PLAYER: windows, windows
download, windowsmaker, player movies, windows player movies, . Later in the new season. Hi guys welcome to another

episode of total audience. The one where we talk about our thoughts on all of the new sony, samsung and htc phones. And other
devices as well. So today we start off by just talking about the spec sheet. And specifically what we like and do not like about

the sony z3 pro and z5 pro. Which sony got by far the most praise and the most no doubt about it. So the z3 pro. Whilst the htc
10's fingerprint sensor technology is nothing to rave about, which it has like a really super slow swipe to unlock system. Which
is then a real disappointment when it actually works. And the samsung galaxy s10's iris scanner has the same thing as the iphone
x's face detection. Which is a slow swipe to unlock and unfortunately you'll miss a swiping lot and it's frustrating. But what you

see with the samsung galaxy s10 you like is the iris scan. Which actually works really well. It's a really quick swipe to unlock
method. The z3 pro is an awesome phone. That's probably the most impressive phone of the summer. I mean on paper you see
that it has a 4000mah battery and it runs on stock sony' s software. But really the specs do not mean anything. It's how you use

that battery. Which is incredibly huge. And has like super fast sony's software. And then the fingerprint sensor. Which is
incredibly nice and quick. And the phone is a beast. It's one of the most compact phones I have ever used. I mean it's literally
like so tiny. It's the only sony phone which I can say this is what sony should have built. I mean with the sony z3 pro having a
super powerful chipset. With a 4gb ram and a 5.7 inch screen. It really would have been a beast on the phablet front. But not

with this slimmish size. I mean a phone that's five inches is like on the tall side. And you're never gonna be 82157476af
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